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The time-varying spectra of eight musical instrument sounds were randomly altered by a
time-invariant process to determine how detection of spectral alteration varies with degree of
alteration, instrument, musical experience, and spectral variation. Sounds were resynthesized with
centroids equalized to the original sounds, with frequencies harmonically flattened, and with
average spectral error levels of 8%, 16%, 24%, 32%, and 48%. Listeners were asked to discriminate
the randomly altered sounds from reference sounds resynthesized from the original data. For all
eight instruments, discrimination was very good for the 32% and 48% error levels, moderate for the
16% and 24% error levels, and poor for the 8% error levels. When the error levels were 16%, 24%,
and 32%, the scores of musically experienced listeners were found to be significantly better than the
scores of listeners with no musical experience. Also, in this same error level range, discrimination
was significantly affected by the instrument tested. For error levels of 16% and 24%, discrimination
scores were significantly, but negatively correlated with measures of spectral incoherence and
normalized centroid deviation on unaltered instrument spectra, suggesting that the presence of
dynamic spectral variations tends to increase the difficulty of detecting spectral alterations.
Correlation between discrimination and a measure of spectral irregularity was comparatively low.
© 2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1778741#
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is common knowledge that musical instruments can
identified even when their spectra have been substant
altered. A trumpet is recognizable when performed in a v
cathedral or small bathroom, played through an advan
3D-surround system or cheap PC speakers, or modifie
various ways through a spectrum equalizer, even though
of these systems substantially modify the trumpet’s sou
spectrum. What is less obvious is the amount of spec
change required for an audible change of timbre to occu
the band-levels of a spectrum equalizer are set at ran
within a range of6x dB, at what level ofx would a listener
begin to distinguish the modified signal from the input s
nal? Does discrimination vary from instrument to instr
ment? How much does time-varying spectral variation aff
this process? For example, are spectral alterations of a
tively static organlike sound more easily detected than th
that have more pronounced spectral variations? Answe
these questions is the primary objectives of this paper.

a!Address correspondence to either A. Horner at HKUST~electronic mail:
horner@cs.ust.hk! or to J. Beauchamp at UIUC~electronic mail:
jwbeauch@uiuc.edu!.

b!Electronic mail: rhyso@ust.hk
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Some related previous studies have considered the e
of simple spectral alterations of static spectra, speech,
audio signals. However, to our knowledge, no previous w
has addressed the effect of random spectral variations o
dividual musical instrument sounds with time-variant spe
tra.

Plomp ~1970! considered the correspondence betwe
an error metric and discrimination data based on static m
sical instrument and vowel spectra. He concluded that dif
ences in timbre can be predicted well from spectral diff
ences. However, spectral differences between the sound
that study were not systematically varied from small to lar

Toole and Olive~1988! reviewed previous research o
the audibility of resonances and explored the effect of mo
fying the spectra of noise, music recordings, and speech
adding a single resonance to a unity gain signal path. T
stated that ‘‘it is surprising just how much the ... signal ... c
be modified without significantly altering perceived timbre
They concluded that resonances are more easily hear
noise input signals than in speech and music input signa

The effect of transmission channel spectral-envelo
distortion of vowel sounds in speech was investigated
Watkins ~1991! and Watkins and Makin~1996!. In the 1991
study, short-test vowel stimuli ranging on a continuum fro
16(3)/1800/11/$20.00 © 2004 Acoustical Society of America
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‘‘itch’’ to ‘‘etch’’ were preceded by a ‘‘carrier’’ consisting of
a four-word phrase. The carrier phrase was processed
filter that could turn ‘‘itch’’ into ‘‘etch’’ in varying degrees. It
was found that filtering the carrier phrase would cause s
jects to compensate for the filtering and shift their bound
between itch and etch perception. In the 1996 study, spe
distortion was accomplished by increasing the contrast
tween high-amplitude and low-amplitude portions of t
spectrum in such a way that the spectral slope was prese
By manipulating spectral-envelope distortions of the car
independently of the test sounds, the authors concluded
listeners compensate for distortion before perceptual feat
of the vowel are extracted. The principal consequence of
work for the current study is that the perception of a sou
can be influenced by the sound that precedes it, sugge
that spectral variations might also have a significant in
ence on discrimination.

A related area of research isspectral profile analysis
~Green, 1988!. Like random spectrum alteration, spectr
profile analysis studies the ability of listeners to discrimin
an original stimulus from a spectrally altered version of t
stimulus. However, there are significant differences betw
profile analysis and the approach of the current study.
one, spectral profile analysis usually has only conside
static spectra with log-spaced rather than harmonic-spa
components. Also, the reference spectra are usually
which is quite different from the spectra of acoustic inst
ments, which include frequency roll-off. One exception
this is the study by Versfeld and Houtsma~1991! that exam-
ined the effect of slope in downward- and upward-ram
shaped spectra. They found that the detection of spe
changes in a sound is strongly dependent on the freque
spacing of the components, concluding that harmonic spe
would give quite different results than log-spaced spec
Some researchers have also used ‘‘perturbed’’ or ‘‘jagg
spectra~Kidd et al., 1991!. Lentz and Richards~1998! noted
that spectral jaggedness increases the threshold of alter
detection.

Another basic difference from our approach is that p
file analysis studies have usually only attempted to determ
the threshold of discriminating an increase in the amplitu
of a single spectral component, or at most a few compon
in a band. Bernsteinet al. ~1987! observed that thresholds fo
amplitude changes to a single component cannot be use
accurate prediction of thresholds for changes to multi
components. Hallet al. ~1984! and Buus~1985! investigated
single tone masking by spectra consisting of slowly vary
noise or sinusoids. They found that the masking threshold
a single tone was lowered~or ‘‘released’’! when masking
spectral components were comodulated, meaning that
were amplitude modulated in-phase by a common lo
frequency signal. However, Mendozaet al. ~1996! found that
as time-envelopes of narrow-band noise maskers bec
more incoherent~less correlated!, the amount of masking
release decreases~i.e., the masking increases!.

It is difficult to generalize profile analysis results to th
discrimination of broadband alterations to time-varying~dy-
namic! harmonic spectra, although the above results sug
that changes to multiple components of acoustic spectra
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 3, September 2004
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more difficult to detect than are single components. Al
comodulation-masking-release results suggest that a
ations to coherent spectra are easier to detect than are
ations to incoherent spectra.

In the present study, we sought to determine discrimi
tion scores for sustained musical instrument sounds with
ferent levels of time-invariant random spectrum alteratio
Noting that discrimination varied significantly from instru
ment to instrument, we then correlated the discriminat
scores with spectral incoherence, spectral centroid devia
and spectral irregularity of the original sound spectra, to
termine whether these different measures of spectral va
tion are significantly related to discrimination. We prese
the techniques used for analysis and synthesis of the sti
and then discuss the discrimination experiment. We th
present the results in terms of the effect on the discrimina
of the instrument, musical experience, and measured spe
variations of the original stimuli.

II. STIMULUS PREPARATION

Eight sustained musical instrument sounds~six of them
also used by McAdamset al., 1999! were selected as proto
type signals for stimulus preparation. Each entire sound
used as a stimulus, including the attack, sustain, and rele
The sounds were first subjected to time-variant spectr
analysis using a computer-based phase vocoder me
~Beauchamp, 1993!. This phase vocoder is different from
most in that it allows a fixed analysis frequency (f a) to be
tuned to an estimated fundamental frequency of the in
signal. The analysis method yields frequency deviations
tween harmonics of the analysis frequency and the co
sponding frequencies of the input signal, which are assum
to be approximately harmonic relative to the fundamen
The harmonic frequency deviations are assumed to be wi
62% of the corresponding harmonic of the analysis f
quency.

A. Signal representation

Each sound stimulus was represented as a sum of s
soids with time-varying amplitudes and frequencies:

s~ t !5 (
k51

K

Ak~ t !cosS 2pE
0

t

~k fa1D f k~t!!dt1uk~0! D ,

~1!

wheres(t)5sound signal,t5time in s,k5harmonic number,
K5number of harmonics,Ak(t) is the amplitude of thekth
harmonic at timet, f a5analysis frequency~approximately
311 Hz!, D f k(t) is the kth harmonic’s frequency deviation
so thatf k(t)5k fa1D f k(t) is the estimated frequency of th
kth harmonic, anduk(0) is the initial phase of thekth har-
monic.

The parameters used for resynthesis in this study arf a

and Ak(t). The frequency deviations,D f k(t), were set to
zero in order to restrict listener attention to the amplitu
data. Although theAk(t) were only stored as samples occu
ring everyTo51/(2f a) s, the synthetic signals were gene
1801Horner et al.: Randomly altered spectra
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ated at a much higher data rate~sample frequency 22 050 o
44 100 Hz! by using linear interpolation between these v
ues.

B. Prototype instrument sounds

Sounds of a bassoon, clarinet, flute, horn, oboe, sa
phone, trumpet, and violin were used to represent the sev
wind and the bowed string instrument families. Five of t
sounds were taken from the McGill University Mast
Samples recordings, two from Prosonus~bassoon and oboe!,
and one~trumpet! had been recorded at the University
Illinois Urbana–Champaign School of Music. Except for t
bassoon and horn, these sounds were also used by McAd
et al. ~1999!, who give more details about their character
tics.

C. Analysis method

The phase vocoder method used for analysis consis
the following steps~see Fig. 1!:

~1! Band-limited interpolation of the input signal to produ
the lowest possible power-of-two number of samples
analysis period (Ta51/f a), which exceeds the numbe
of original samples in this time interval.

~2! Segmentation of the input signal into contiguous fram
whose lengths are equal to twice the analysis per
(2Ta) and which overlap by half an analysis perio
(To5Ta/2, whereTo is the time between frames!. This
amount of overlap minimally satisfies the sample-ra
bandwidth criterion~Allen, 1977!.

~3! Multiplication of each signal frame by a Hamming win
dow function whose length is two analysis perio
(2Ta). When f a is tuned to the input signal’s fundamen
tal frequency, the Hamming window provides separat
of neighboring harmonics by at least 42 dB.

~4! Fast Fourier transform~FFT! of the resulting product to
produce real and imaginary components (ak and bk) at
frequencies 0,f a/2, f a , 3f a/2,...,f s/22 f a , where f s is
the sampling frequency. Components that are not p
tive integer multiples off a are discarded.

~5! Conversion of each retained real and imaginary com
nent pair to give the amplitude and phase of each h
monic @Ak5Aak

21bk
2; uk5atan 2(bk ,ak)].

~6! Computation of the frequency deviation for each h
monic by a trigonometric identity, which essential
gives the difference in phase between adjacent fra
for each harmonic. The phase difference divided
2pTo gives the frequency deviation.

FIG. 1. Method for time-varying spectral analysis that yields the amplit
and frequency deviations for each harmonic,k. The estimated frequency fo
harmonick is given byf k(t)5k fa1D f k(t), wheref a is the analysis funda-
mental frequency.
1802 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 3, September 2004
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~7! Storage of the harmonic amplitude and frequen
deviation data in an ‘‘analysis file.’’ The number of ha
monics stored is less thanf s /(2 f a). The analysis file for
each sound is the basis for further sound processing

For f s544 100 Hz andf a5311.1 Hz ~Eb4!, the maximum
number of harmonics that can be analyzed is 70. Forf s

522 050 Hz, this reduces to 35. Because harmonic am
tudes were judged~by visual inspection of spectra! to be
insignificant beyondK535 for the bassoon, oboe, and trum
pet sounds,f s522 050 Hz was used for these. The oth
sounds were sampled at 44 100 Hz.

Further details on the analysis procedure are discus
by Beauchamp~1993!.

The analysis system may be viewed as a set of cont
ous bandpass filters that have identical bandwidths (f a) and
are centered at the harmonics of the analysis frequency (f a).
The basic assumption is that the signal consists of harm
sine waves whose frequencies line up with the filter ba
centers, so that the output of each filter is one of the s
waves. The analysis gives the amplitude and frequency
each sine wave. When the filter outputs are summed,
signal is almost perfectly reconstructed. In fact, the out
signal can be viewed as that created by processing the i
signal by the sum of the bandpass-filter characteristics.
the Hamming window, it can be shown that this sum var
only by 1.4 dB over the range@ f a/2,f s/2#, with maxima oc-
curring at the harmonic frequencies and minima at the h
way points. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the ba
analysis/synthesis system.

D. Duration and loudness equalization

Sound duration is a potential factor in discriminatio
For example, a sound lasting 5 s might well be easier to
discriminate than a sound lasting 0.3 s. In order that dura
would not be a factor in the study, the sounds were stand
ized to a 2-s duration by interpolating the analysis da
Next, the eight duration-equalized prototype sounds w
compared, and amplitude multipliers were determined s
that the sounds were judged to have equal loudness. Mc
amset al. ~1999! give more details on these equalizations.
should be mentioned, however, that these equalizations w
not essential for the present study, since each discrimina
pair was always derived from a single prototype sound.

E. Frequency flattening

In order that they would not be factors in this stud
frequency variations and inharmonicity were eliminat
from the sounds by setting each harmonic’s frequency eq
to the product of its harmonic number~k! and the fixed
analysis frequency (f a), resulting in flat, equally spaced fre
quency envelopes; i.e.,

f k5k fa . ~2!

Frequency flattening was previously shown to have an ef
on discrimination by Gray and Moorer~1977!, Charbonneau
~1981!, and McAdamset al. ~1999!. For the five sustain in-
struments they tested, McAdamset al. found that frequency

e

Horner et al.: Randomly altered spectra
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flattening resulted in discrimination scores in the range
48% to 82% and that discrimination is weakly correlat
~34% to 57%! with the amount of frequency deviation in th
original sound. In the current study, frequency flattening w
employed to focus listeners’ attention on harmonic amplitu
variations and also to avoid frequency fluctuations wh
may influence subjects’ judgments, especially consider
that audible artifacts can result from these fluctuations w
they are amplified by altered harmonic amplitudes. T
frequency-flattened sounds then served as the refer
sounds for this study, and their corresponding time-vary
harmonic amplitude spectra are henceforth referred to as
analysis data.

F. Random spectrum alteration

Time-invariant random alteration was performed on
analysis data, after which the sounds were regenerate
additive synthesis. Randomly altered harmonic amplitu
are indicated with the prime symbol, e.g.,Ak8(t). Alteration
was accomplished by multiplying each harmonic amplitu
by a randomly selected scalar,r k :

Ak8~ t !5r kAk~ t !. ~3!

The$r k% were selected uniformly in the range@122«,112«#,
where « is referred to as theerror level. Equation~3! de-
scribes a linear stationary process, as the value of eacr k

remains the same throughout the sound. The goal of
method is to perturb each harmonic amplitude so that a
sired overall spectral error is achieved, without changing
spectral centroid or rise time.

The relative-amplitude spectral erroris defined as

«85
1

N (
n50

N21 A(k51
K ~Ak~ tn!2Ak8~ tn!!2

(k51
K Ak

2~ tn!
, ~4!

wheren is the analysis frame number,tn5nTo is the frame
time, andN is the number of frames used in the calculatio
For this study,N520, where 10 values are taken from th
perceptually important attack and 10 values are taken f
the remainder of the sound, both equally spaced in time.
attack time is defined as the time from the beginning of
sound to the sound’s maximum rms amplitude. Equation~4!
is similar to the spectral distance measure used by McAd
et al. ~1999!, except that the normalization is slightly diffe
ent and fewer amplitude values are used.

Under the definitions of Eqs.~3! and ~4!, the relative-
amplitude spectral error usually varies between 0 and 1. N
that Eq.~4! computes the average of the spectral error at e
instant relative to the rms amplitude at that instant. Due
the rms amplitude in the formula’s denominator, low
amplitude portions of the sound are given the same weigh
high-amplitude portions.~It is assumed that proportiona
amplitude errors are more relevant than absolute-amplit
errors.! The normalized-squared errors are then accumula
over the harmonics and averaged over time. One could a
that the error metric might be perceptually improved by fi
accumulating amplitudes by critical bands before averag
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 3, September 2004
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but we have investigated this possibility and, for a similar
of sound signals, have found no improvement in terms
correlation with discrimination results.

Since the$r k% were selected uniformly in the rang
@122«,112«#, the relative-amplitude spectral error was e
pected to be approximately«. However, the relative-
amplitude error,«8, as defined by Eq.~4!, is slightly different
from «. For our purposes, we randomly generated the$r k%
and then calculated«8. If «8 was in the range@«20.01,«
10.01#, we accepted the$r k%; otherwise, we continued to
generate and test the$r k% until «8 fell in the desired range.

For example, Fig. 2 shows an original spectral envelo
and two randomly altered spectral envelopes, each with 2
error. Note that the first altered spectral envelope is smoo
than the original, while the second one is more irregular th
the original.

Spectral centroid has been shown to be strongly co
lated with one of the most prominent dimensions of timb
as derived by multidimensional scaling~MDS! experiments
~Gray and Gordon, 1978; Wessel, 1979; Krumhansl, 19
Iverson and Krumhansl, 1993; Krimphoffet al., 1994; Ken-
dall and Carterette, 1996; Lakatos, 2000!. Normalized cen-

FIG. 2. Original trumpet sound spectral envelope~left! and two spectral
envelopes~center and right! generated by random spectrum alteration of t
original sound resulting in approximately 24% relative-amplitude spec
error.
1803Horner et al.: Randomly altered spectra
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troid versus time functions for original and altered soun
are defined as

NSC~ tn!5
(k51

K kAk~ tn!

(k51
K Ak~ tn!

and

NSC8~ tn!5
(k51

K kAk8~ tn!

(k51
K Ak8~ tn!

. ~5!

Preserving the spectral centroid after random spectral a
ation has been applied eliminates this parameter from bei
correlate of discrimination. Therefore, the$r k% were only
accepted if the peak~over time! centroid of the original and
altered spectra were matched within62.5%.

The final spectrum alteration algorithm then consists
the following steps:

~1! Pick a vector$r k% such that, for each harmonick, 1
22«,r k,112«.

~2! Generate modified harmonic amplitude envelop
Ak8(t)5r kAk(t).

~3! Calculate the relative-amplitude spectral error,«8 @see
Eq. ~4!#.

~4! If «8 is outside the range@«20.01,«10.01#, go to step~1!
to repick$r k%.

~5! Calculate the peak spectral centroids of the original a
randomly altered sounds@see Eq.~5!#.

~6! If the peak centroidNSC8 of the altered spectrum i
outside the range@0.975•NSCpeak,1.025•NSCpeak#, go
to step~1! to repick$r k%.

~7! End.

G. Resynthesis method

Resynthesis was accomplished by additive~or Fourier!
synthesis of the altered harmonic sine waves:

ŝ~ t !5 (
k51

K

Ak9~ t !cos~2pk fat1uk~0!!, ~6!

whereAk9(t) is the linear interpolation of theAk8(tn) ampli-
tude envelope data between frames, so that

Ak9~ t !5
tn112t

To
A8~ tn!1

t2tn

To
Ak8~ tn11!,

tn<t<tn11 . ~7!

While linear interpolation introduces a smoothing operat
to the harmonic amplitude functions, it has a very min
effect on the resulting sound. Also, both the randomly alte
sounds and the original reference sounds are resynthe
by additive synthesis in the same fashion, with strictly fix
harmonic frequencies, before being compared in the listen
experiment.

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

A. Subjects

Twenty listeners participated in the experiment. Th
were undergraduate students at the Hong Kong Universit
Science and Technology, ranging in age from 20 to 23 ye
1804 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 3, September 2004
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who reported no hearing problems. They included 17 ma
and 3 females, and their experience playing a musical ins
ment was recorded. For the 13 listeners with musical ex
rience, the range in musical experience varied from 1 t
years with a mean of 2.5 years. The listeners were paid
compensate for their time spent in the experiment.

B. Stimuli

The eight musical instruments used belong to the
column ~air reed, single reed, lip reed, double reed! and
bowed string families: bassoon, clarinet, flute, horn, ob
saxophone, trumpet, and violin. Each sound was analy
and resynthesized using the reference analysis data wit
frequency variations and no inharmonicity. The fixed h
monic frequencies encouraged listeners to focus their at
tion exclusively on the amplitude data. They were preven
from detecting cues stemming from the amplitudes of ori
nally weak sinusoids with noisy harmonic frequency var
tions possibly made more audible by random spectral al
ation. Also, the original sustained sounds had very nea
strictly harmonic frequencies with relatively small frequen
deviations.

The sounds were stored in 16-bit integer format on
hard disk. All ‘‘reference sounds’’~resynthesized using th
analysis data with strictly fixed harmonic frequencies! were
equalized for duration and loudness. The randomly alte
sounds for each instrument were resynthesized with
method described in Sec. II G on an Intel PC.

Ten different randomly altered sounds were synthesi
for each of five spectral error levels~8%, 16%, 24%, 32%,
and 48%!, yielding a total of 50 modified sounds for eac
instrument. The initial random multipliers,r k , used were the
same for each of the instruments. However, the rando
alteration algorithm guaranteed that the relative-amplitu
spectral errors, as measured by Eq.~4!, were within61% of
the prescribed error levels while matching the referen
sounds in duration, fundamental frequency, and peak c
troid. Like the reference sounds, the randomly altered sou
were also synthesized using strictly fixed harmonic frequ
cies. Also, using the Moore–Glasberg loudness progr
~Moore et al., 1997!, it was determined that loudnesses
the altered sounds matched those of the reference so
within 2 phons.

C. Test procedure

A two-alternative forced-choice~2AFC! discrimination
paradigm was used. The listener heard two pairs of sou
and chose which pair was ‘‘different.’’ Each trial structu
was one of AA-AB, AB-AA, AA-BA, or BA-AA, where A
represents the reference sound and B one of the 50 rand
altered sounds. This paradigm had the advantage of not b
as susceptible to variations in listeners’ criteria across exp
mental trials compared to the simpler A-B method. All fo
combinations were presented for each randomly alte
sound. The two 2-s sounds of each pair were separated
500-ms silence, and the two pairs were separated by a
silence. For each trial, the user was prompted with ‘‘whi
Horner et al.: Randomly altered spectra
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pair is different, 1 or 2?’’ and the response was given by
keyboard. The computer would not accept a response u
all four sounds in a trial had been played.

For each instrument, a block of 200 trials was presen
to each of the listeners~four trial structures35 error
levels310 different random alterations!. The order of presen
tation of these 200 trials was randomized. For each rand
alteration, discrimination performance was averaged us
the results of the four trials for each listener. Because th
four trials were presented in random order within the 2
trials, the effects of possible learning were averaged out.
same trials were presented to each listener, although
different random order. The duration of each block was ab
40 min, and listeners took 5–10-min breaks after each blo
Eight blocks were presented to each listener, correspon
to the eight instruments. The order of presentation of
instruments was also randomized for each listener. Sess
of four blocks were scheduled on two different days. T
average time to complete a block was 45 min~including
breaks!. The total duration of the experiment was about 6
A custom program written at HKUST ran on an Intel PC
control the experiment.

Listeners were seated in a ‘‘quiet room’’ with less th
40 dB SPL background noise level~mostly due to computers
and air conditioning!. The headphones also provided som
reduction of the noise level. Sound signals were converte
analog by a SoundBlaster Audigy soundcard and then
sented through Sony MDR-7506 headphones at a leve
approximately 75 dB SPL as measured with a sound-le
meter. The Audigy DAC utilized 24 bits with a maximum
sampling rate of 96 kHz and a 100 dB S/N ratio. The sou
were actually played at 22.05 or 44.1 KHz.

At the beginning of the experiment, the listener read
instructions and asked any necessary questions of the ex
menter. Five test trials~chosen at random from the instru
ments! were presented before the data trials for each ins
ment.

IV. SPECTRAL CORRELATE MEASURES

Discrimination of spectral alterations may be affected
some aspect of the spectral variations of the original sou
Several different measures of these variations are poss
Gray ~1977! referred to ‘‘spectral fluctuation’’ as an interpre
tation of a dimension revealed by multidimensional scal
~MDS! of musical instrument dissimilarity judgment
‘‘Spectral flux’’ was qualitatively described by Krumhan
~1989! as ‘‘the temporal evolution of the spectral comp
nents’’ and by McAdamset al. ~1999! as ‘‘the change in
shape of a spectral envelope over time.’’ Krimphoff~1993!
definedspectral variationas the average correlation betwe
adjacent time points in the spectrum:

VS5
1

N (
n51

N
(k51

K Ak~ tn21!A~ tn!

Arms~ tn21!Arms~ tn!
, ~8!

where
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k51

K

Ak
2~ tn! ~9!

is the instantaneous rms amplitude andN is the total number
of frames. With the definition of Eq.~8!, VS is theoretically
between 0 and 1, but because spectral amplitudes
slowly, VS is expected to be close to 1, with closeness to
being an indicator of how static the signal is. Instead of t
measure, we opted to use a spectral incoherence measu
defined by Eqs.~11! and ~12! below.

Krimphoff also defined ‘‘flux’’ as the root-mean-square
deviation of the normalized spectral centroid over time giv
by

FL5A1

N (
n50

N21

~NSC~ tn!2NSCxx!
2, ~10!

whereNSCxx could be the average, rms, or maximum val
of NSC. A time-average value was used in the current stu

Beauchamp and Lakatos~2002! measured spectral fluc
tuation in terms ofspectral incoherence, a measure of how
much a spectrum differs from a coherent version of itse
Larger incoherence values indicate a more dynamic sp
trum, and smaller values indicate a more static spectrum
perfectly static spectrum has an incoherence of zero.

The coherent spectrum is defined to have the same
erage spectrum as the original and the same instantan
rms amplitude, but, unlike the original, all harmonic amp
tudes vary in time proportional to the rms amplitude an
therefore, in fixed ratios to each other. Put another way, h
monic amplitudes normalized by the rms amplitude are fix
The coherent version of thekth harmonic amplitude is de
fined by

Âk~ tn!5
ĀkArms~ tn!

A(k51
K Āk

2
, ~11!

where Āk is the time-averaged amplitude of thekth har-
monic. Then, spectral incoherence of the original spectrum
defined as

SI5S (n50
N21(k51

K ~Ak~ tn!2Âk~ tn!!2

(n50
N21~Arms~ tn!!2 D 1/2

. ~12!

With the definitions of Eqs.~11! and ~12!, spectral incoher-
ence (SI) varies between 0 and 1 with higher values indic
ing more incoherence~more dynamic!. Both VS andSI are
measures of spectral fluctuation, butFL is a measure of the
normalized centroid change over time. Since it is possible
FL to be significant whileSI is relatively small~or VS is
close to 1! and forSI to be large whileFL is small,SI ~or
VS) and FL are approximately independent measures,
though they may be correlated for a particular set of mus
sounds.

Krimphoff ~1993! also introduced the concept ofspec-
tral irregularity, which was redefined by Beauchamp a
Lakatos~2002! as
1805Horner et al.: Randomly altered spectra
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This formula defines the difference between a spectrum
a spectrally smoothed version of it, averaged over both
monics and time and normalized by rms amplitude. It may
hypothesized that spectra that are irregular or jagged to b
with are more likely to be confused by listeners with ra
domly altered versions of the spectra.

In general, the expectation is that the more complex
original signal is, either in terms of spectral fluctuation ov
time or in terms of spectral jaggedness, the less percep
the effect of random alteration on a spectrum would be.

V. RESULTS

A. Data analysis methods

A test of normality indicated that the discrimination da
were not normally distributed even after various transform
tions ~e.g., sqrt@arcsin~data!#! ~Stevens, 2002!. Therefore, the
data were analyzed using both parametric and nonparam
statistical tests~parametric: ANOVAs, Student Newman
Keuls tests; nonparametric: Friedman ANOVAs by ran
Wiloxcon signed-ranks tests, Kruskal–Wallis tests, a
Mann–Whitney U tests!. The results of parametric and non
parametric tests were found to be similar for the overall m
effects and two-way interaction effects, although they d
fered in some detailed analyses~e.g., statistical groupings o
data using parametric Student Newman–Keuls tests w
sometimes different from the results of Wilcoxon signe
ranks tests!. In the rest of the paper, the main effects and
two-way interactions were tested with both ANOVAs a
nonparametric tests. For detailed analyses of interactions
sults of nonparametric tests are presented because the
were not normally distributed.

B. Effects and interactions of error level, instrument,
and musical experience

Discrimination scores were computed for each rand
alteration across the four trial structures for each listen
Because the presentation order of each of the four trials
randomized, any potential effects of learning were avera
out. Figure 3 shows the scores averaged over the 20 liste
for the 50 random alterations~ten versions of each of five
error levels! on the eight instruments. It can be observed t
as the error level increases from 8% to 48%, the mean
crimination increases asymptotically towards 100%. For
error levels, most scores are in the range 50% to 60%.
ranges are wider and more variable for intermediate er
such as 16% error, where the scores are between 60%
85%~except for the trumpet, which is about 10% lower!. For
24%, 32%, and 48% error, most scores are between 80%
95%, 88% and 100% and 92% and 100%, respectively.

Figure 4 shows a graph of average discrimination ver
error level for each instrument. The scores are in close ag
ment, especially for the 8%, 32%, and 48% error cases. E
1806 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 3, September 2004
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for 16% and 24% error levels, the average discriminatio
for the various instruments are within 12% of one anothe

ANOVA analyses of the results used the ten differe
random alterations for each instrument as repeated meas
to test the main effects of instrument~eight instruments!,
error level~five levels: 8%, 16%, 24%, 32%, 48%!, musical
experience~two groups: no musical experience, at least
year of musical experience! and their two-way interactions
~see Table I!.

Inspection of Table I indicates that both experience a
instrument, and instrument and error level, have strong
nificant two-way interactions and experience and error le
have weak significant interactions. Further analyses of
weak interactions between the effects of musical experie
and the effects of error level indicate that for all 16 com
nations of instrument and experience, the effects of e
level are significant and the trends are the samep
,0.0001, Friedman ANOVAs by ranks!. This suggests tha
the effects of error level are strong and consistent for
conditions.

Mean discrimination scores for listeners with no expe
ence in playing a musical instrument and listeners with
least one year of experience as functions of the five e
levels are compared in Fig. 5. Mann-Whitney U tests w
conducted to compare the discrimination scores between
teners with and without musical experience at each e
level. Consistent with Fig. 5, no significant effects of exp
rience were found when error levels were either 8% or 4
(p.0.05). However, when error levels were 16%, 24%, a
32%, the scores of musically experienced listeners w
found to be significantly higher than those of listeners w
no musical experience (p,0.001, Mann-Whitney U tests!.

Since there were significant two-way interacting effe
with experience and instrument, and instrument and e
level, Friedman ANOVAs by rank and Wilcoxon signed
ranks tests were conducted to examine the interaction
terns between instrument and error level for data collec
from listeners with and without musical experience. The
sults of these analyses are presented in Table II. Tabl
shows that when the error levels were 8% or 48%, inst
ment did not have a significant effect on discriminatio
However, when the error levels were 16%, 24%, or 32
instrument did have a significant effect. Also, for all listene
regardless of their musical experience, the violin and trum
were consistently associated with lower discriminati
scores, and the bassoon and horn were consistently as
ated with higher discrimination scores.

C. Correlation of spectral incoherence, spectral
centroid change, and spectral irregularity
with discrimination

Since discrimination varies significantly with instrume
for intermediate error levels, we correlated the discriminat
Horner et al.: Randomly altered spectra
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FIG. 3. Mean discrimination scores
for ten randomly altered sounds versu
error level for the eight instruments.
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scores with spectral incoherence, normalized centroid de
tion, and spectral irregularity to determine whether these
ferent measures of spectral variation were significantly
lated to discrimination. Table III gives spectral incoheren
spectral centroid deviation, spectral irregularity, and aver
discrimination values for error levels of 16% and 24% f
each of the eight instruments.

FIG. 4. Average discrimination scores versus error level for the eight ins
ments.
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Table III shows that the trumpet and violin have th
largest incoherence values, as well as the lowest discrim
tion scores. Conversely, the bassoon and horn have am
the lowest spectral incoherence values and the highest
crimination scores. This suggests that spectral incoheren
related to difficulty in detecting random spectral alteratio
When discrimination scores were averaged over the ten
terations and the 20 subjects~as shown in Fig. 4!, strong
negative correlations were found for the 16% and 24% e
levels @r (6)520.91, p,0.005 at 16%;r (6)520.64, p
,0.1 at 24%, Spearman correlation#.

Correlations between discrimination scores and norm
ized centroid deviations were also calculated. Again, stro
negative correlations were found@r (6)520.72, p,0.05 at
16%; r (6)520.85,p,0.01 at 24%, Spearman correlation#.
On the other hand, the correlations between discrimina
scores and spectral irregularity were relatively weak and
statistically significant@r (6)50.12, p50.78 at 16%;r (6)
520.17,p50.69 at 24%, Spearman correlation#.

VI. DISCUSSION

The results presented in the previous section show t
for the instruments tested, both spectral incoherence
-

1807Horner et al.: Randomly altered spectra
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TABLE I. ANOVA table illustrating the main effects and two-way interactions of instrument~eight instru-
ments!, error level~8%, 16%, 24%, 32%, and 48% error!, and musical experience~no experience versus 1 yea
or more! on the data collected from 20 listeners participating in the discrimination experiment. Data a
percentage of correct discrimination scores~100%, 75%, 50%, 25%, and 0%! over each group of four trials
containing the same reference and altered sounds. For each error level, there were 40 trials with 10 d
random spectral alterations in the test sounds.

Source DF
Sum of
squares Mean square F value Pr.F

Instrument 7 40.56 5.59 10.69 0.0001a

Error level 4 3186.14 796.53 1469.79 0.0001b

Musical experience 1 15.61 15.61 28.80 0.0001c

Instrument and error level 28 42.03 1.50 2.77 0.0001d

Experience and instrument 7 16.14 2.31 4.26 0.0001d

Experience and error level 4 5.36 1.34 2.47 0.0425e

Measurement error 7948 4307.31 0.54
Corrected total 7999 7613.14

aThe significant main effects were confirmed with nonparametric Friedman ANOVA by ranks:p,0.0001,
chi-square53337.4.

bThe significant main effects were confirmed with nonparametric Friedman ANOVA by ranks:p,0.0001,
chi-square577.87.

cThe significant main effects were confirmed with nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis test:p,0.001, chi-square
550.3.

dNonparametric statistical tests also indicated a significant two-way interacting effect.
eNonparametric statistical tests did not indicate a significant two-way interacting effect.
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spectral centroid deviation are strongly correlated with di
culty of detecting random spectral alterations. While
seemed reasonable to expect that increased incoher
would make detection of random spectral alterations m
difficult, it was not obvious that increased centroid deviati
would have the same effect. Even though spectral inco
ence and centroid deviation are theoretically quite indep
dent, in our case they appear to be tightly correlated m
sures of time-variant spectral variation. On the other ha
spectral irregularity was expected to affect discriminatio
but correlations between this parameter and discrimina
were found to be small. For example, the trumpet and vio
have similar spectral incoherences and centroid deviat
and similar 16% and 24% error level discrimination scor
but the trumpet has a much lower spectral irregularity th
the violin has. Time-varying spectral variations seem to
more important than ‘‘jaggedness’’ of a spectrum with r
spect to difficulty of detecting spectral alterations.

FIG. 5. Median of discrimination scores collected from listeners with a
without musical experience as functions of error lev
~8%,16%,24%,32%,48%!. Scores from the ten repeated runs per each c
dition have been averaged first before the median was calculated. The
quartile ranges are also shown.
oc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 3, September 2004
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From Fig. 4 it can be seen that the 16% error lev
roughly corresponds to a 75% discrimination thresho
where subtle differences between original and randomly
tered sounds are sometimes detected. However, at the
error level, we have found~in informal listening tests! that
random spectral alteration produces interesting collection
‘‘similar, yet different’’ sounds compared to the original
Random spectrum alteration could then provide an effici
time-invariant method for generating diverse sets of mus
sounds with the same temporal behavior and spectral
troid. This method may possibly provide an improvement
existing synthesizers, which have often been criticized
sounding too tepid, presumably because repeated n
played at the same amplitude, typically sound exactly
same. Knowing how to change sounds rapidly by rand
spectrum alteration so that the sounds sound subtly diffe
from one note to the next may result in a process for prod
tion of more dynamic and interesting synthetic music
sound sequences.

The distribution of error among the harmonics m
make a large difference in the perceptual effect of spec
modification. A previous spectral matching study using
method that often lumped most of the error into one or t
of the most prominent harmonics~Horner, 2001! found 75%
discrimination thresholds at about 8% error. This is appro
mately the profile analysis result found by Kiddet al. ~1991!,
who observed that jagged spectra with a single altered pa
have 75% discrimination thresholds at error levels roug
corresponding to 8%. The current study found that eve
distributing the error among all the partials appears to dou
the 75% discrimination threshold approximately to 16%
ror. This indicates that errors distributed over all the harm
ics are more difficult to detect than those lumped into one
two of the most prominent harmonics.

d

-
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TABLE II. This table presents the effects of instrument on the ability of listeners with and without mu
experience to discriminate randomly altered tones with five levels of error. Within each column, the instru
~BS: bassoon; CL: clarinet; FL: flute; HN: horn; OB: oboe; SX: saxophone; TP: trumpet; VN: violin! are listed
in descending order of discrimination scores collected from 20 listeners for the five error levels~8%, 16%, 24%,
32%, and 48%!. The table shows the results of Wilcoxon signed-ranks tests and Friedman ANOVA tests,
instruments on the ranked lists associated with similar~i.e., not significantly different atp50.05 level! data
were grouped into the same group as represented by the same capital letter~‘‘A’’ to ‘‘D’’ !.

Listeners with no musical experience

8% 16% 24% 32% 48%

SX A OB A BS A SX A FL A
BS A HN A B HN A B BS A B OB A
VN A SX A B SX A B FL A B HN A
OB A BS A B OB A B C HN A B SX A
CL A FL B FL A B C OB A B C TP A
FL A VN B CL B C TP B C VN A
TP A CL B C VN C D VN C BS A
HN A TP C TP D CL C CL A

Listeners with musical experience

8% 16% 24% 32% 48%

OB A HN A BS A BS A BS A
CL A OB A B HN A VN A B VN A
HN A CL A B FL A B OB A B C HN A
FL A BS A B C CL A B HN B C FL A
TP A FL A B C OB A B C FL B C TP A
BS A SX B C D VN B C D SX B C CL A
VN A VN C D SX C D TP B C OB A
SX A TP D TP D CL C SX A
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

The results of the current study show a significant mo
tonic relationship between discrimination and the amoun
random spectrum alteration. The trend of increasing d
crimination scores with increasing error level is consist
for all combinations of musical experience and instrume
although the discrimination scores are significantly hig
for listeners with at least one year of musical experien
when the errors are 16%, 24%, and 32%. Significant in
acting effects between error level and instrument were fo
and investigated. When error levels were 16%, 24%,
32%, musically experienced listeners discriminated sign
cantly better than those with no experience and instrum
had a significant effect.

In general, discrimination was poor for sounds with le
than 16% error, the 75% discrimination threshold. Sou
, Vol. 116, No. 3, September 2004
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with 16% and 24% random alteration yielded the wide
range of discrimination, while sounds with 32% and 48
error levels were clearly and consistently distinguishable
most listeners. Random spectrum alteration leads to lo
discrimination scores than other spectral modification me
ods, such as profile analysis, which do not evenly distrib
the error among all harmonics.

Listeners had more difficulty discriminating alteration
to instrument sounds containing more pronounced spec
variations. Average spectral incoherences and spectral
troid deviations were found to have a strong negative co
lation with average discrimination scores. This suggests
dynamic spectral variations result in increased difficulty
detecting spectral alterations. Such a high correlation was
found for spectral irregularity, a measure of the ‘‘jagge
ness’’ of a spectrum.
and
TABLE III. Spectral incoherence, normalized centroid deviation, spectral irregularity, and average 16%
24% error level discrimination scores for the eight instruments.

Instrument
Spectral

incoherence

Normalized
centroid
deviation

Spectral
irregularity

16% error
average

discrimination

24% error
average

discrimination

HN 0.057 0.2 0.073 0.765 0.889
OB 0.069 0.8 0.137 0.761 0.871
BS 0.075 0.4 0.093 0.738 0.901
CL 0.085 0.7 0.174 0.721 0.855
SX 0.101 0.6 0.195 0.723 0.848
FL 0.118 0.6 0.129 0.718 0.878
TP 0.184 1.6 0.039 0.643 0.781
VN 0.193 1.4 0.131 0.683 0.830
1809Horner et al.: Randomly altered spectra
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